Rainbow Chex Mix™

Ingredients
1 (10.5 oz.) bag Chex Mix™ Muddy Buddies™ snack mix (any flavor)
1 (9 oz.) bag butter-flavored waffle pretzels
1/2 cup each candy melts in red, pink, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple
1/2 cup candy-coated chocolate candies
1/2 cup Betty Crocker™ Candy Shop Decors Rainbow Chips
Rainbow nonpareils
Large rainbow jimmies

Steps
1.) Spread Muddy Buddies™ and pretzels on a large parchment-lined baking sheet.

2.) Arrange candy melts in rainbow order in a 9-inch microwave-safe baking dish.
   Microwave on High in 30-second bursts until candy becomes soft and melted.

3.) With a spoon, gently stir each color to soften, then drizzle over a small portion of the pretzel mixture. Sprinkle with candies, nonpareils and jimmies before drizzling the next layer of color.

4.) Once the candy melts have set, gently break up the mixture into bite-sized chunks. Serve and enjoy!